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Abstract
In this review, we introduce a new KKM-type theorem for intersectionally closedvalued KKM map on abstract convex spaces and its direct consequences such as a
Fan-Browder-type fixed point theorem and maximal element theorems. For these
basic theorems of the KKM theory, we review previously obtained particular
consequences of them mainly due to the author and their recent applications
obtained by other authors. Therefore, those applications might be improved by
following our new results.
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1. Introduction
The KKM theory, first called by the author [1], is the study on applications of equivalent formulations of the KKM theorem due to Knaster, Kuratowski, and Mazurkiewicz.
The KKM theorem provides the foundations for many of the modern essential results
in diverse areas of mathematical sciences.
Some of the basic theorems which are useful to applications of the KKM theory were
first obtained by Ky Fan, Browder, and others for convex subsets of topological vector
spaces (not necessarily Hausdorff). Later extensions of the theory were due to Lassonde
for convex spaces, Horvath for H-spaces, Park for G-convex spaces, and others; see [2]
and the references therein.
Recently, the KKM theory is extended to abstract convex spaces by the author and
we obtained new results in such frame; see [3] and the references therein. In fact,
there are very large numbers of equivalent formulations, generalizations, and applications of the KKM theorem. On the other hand, Luc et al. [4] introduced a meaningful
concept of intersectionally closed-valued multimaps and applied them to several related
problems.
In this review, we introduce the new KKM-type theorem for intersectionally closedvalued KKM maps and its simple consequences such as a Fan-Browder-type fixed
point theorem and maximal element theorems. We also recall some previously
obtained particular results of them mainly due to the author and their recent applications obtained by many other authors. Therefore, these applications might be improved
by following our new results.
© 2011 Park; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original work is properly cited.
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In Section 2, we introduce basic concepts on our abstract convex spaces and a basic
KKM theorem by following [3]. We give also the new concepts of intersectionally
closed and unionly open sets due to Luc et al. [4]. Section 3 devotes to deduce a new
KKM theorem, a Fan-Browder fixed point theorem, and maximal element theorems. In
Section 4, we give some known particular KKM-type theorems and indicate some of
their known applications. In Section 5, we give some known Fan-Browder-type fixed
point theorems mainly due to the author and indicate their known applications by
other authors. Section 6 devotes to give some known particular maximal element theorems and to indicate their known applications. Finally, in Section 7, we introduce several applications of related fixed point theorems due to the author.

2. Abstract convex spaces
In this section, we follow [3].
A multimap or simply a map F : X ⊸ Y is a function F : X ® 2Y to the power set of
Y and F- : Y ⊸ X is defined by F-(y): = {x Î X | y Î F(x)} for y Î Y. Let 〈D〉 denote the
set of all nonempty finite subsets of a set D.
Definition 2.1. An abstract convex space (E, D; Γ) consists of a topological space E, a
nonempty set D, and a multimap Γ: 〈D〉 ⊸ E with nonempty values ΓA : = Γ(A) for A Î
〈D〉.
For any nonempty D’ ⊂ D, the Γ-convex hull of D’ is denoted and defined by
co D :=



{A |A ∈ D } ⊂ E.

A subset X of E is called a Γ-convex subset of (E, D; Γ) relative to D’ if for any N Î
〈D’〉, we have ΓN ⊂ X, that is, coΓD’ ⊂ X.
When D ⊂ E in (E, D; Γ), a subset X of E is said to be Γ-convex if coΓ (X⋂D) ⊂ X; in
other words, X is Γ-convex relative to D’: = X ⋂ D. In case E = D, let (E; Γ): = (E, E; Γ).
If E is compact, then (E, D; Γ) is called a compact abstract convex space.
Example 2.2. Many known examples of abstract convex spaces are given in [3] and
the references therein.
Definition 2.3. Let (E, D; Γ) be an abstract convex space. If a map G : D ⊸ E satisfies

A ⊂ G(A) :=
G(y)
for all A ∈ D,
y∈A

then G is called a KKM map.
We have abstract convex subspaces as the following simple observation shows:
Proposition 2.4. [5]For an abstract convex space (E, D; Γ) and a nonempty subset D’
of D, let X be a Γ-convex subset of E relative to D’ and Γ’ : 〈D’〉 ⊸ X a map defined by
A := A ⊂ X for A ∈ D .

Then, (X, D’; Γ’) itself is an abstract convex space called a subspace relative to D’.
Definition 2.5. The partial KKM principle for an abstract convex space (E, D; Γ) is
the statement that, for any closed-valued KKM map G : D ⊸ E, the family {G(z)}zÎD
has the finite intersection property. The KKM principle is the statement that the same
property also holds for any open-valued KKM map.
An abstract convex space is called a KKM space if it satisfies the KKM principle.
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Example 2.6. Many known examples of KKM spaces are given in [3] and the references therein.
From the partial KKM principle, we have the following KKM-type theorem which is
a particular form of [[6], Theorem C] and corrects [[3], Theorem 3]:
Theorem 2.7. Let (E, D; Γ) be an abstract convex space satisfying the partial KKM
principle and G : D ⊸ E a map such that
(1) Ḡ is a KKM map, and
(2) there exists a nonempty compact subset K of E such that either

(i) z∈M G(z) ⊂ K for some M Î 〈D〉; or
(ii) for each N Î 〈D〉, there exists a compact Γ-convex subset LN of E relative to
some D’ ⊂ D such that N ⊂ D’ and

LN ∩
G(z) ⊂ K.
z∈D

Then K ∩



z∈D G(z)

= ∅ .

Recall that the main conclusions of most of KKM-type theorems follow from the
form

G(z) = ∅
z∈D

for a multimap G : D ⊸ E.
Consider the following related four conditions:

= ∅ implies z∈D G(z) = ∅ .


(b) z∈D G(z) = z∈D G(z) (G is intersectionally closed-valued [4]).


(c) z∈D G(z) = z∈D G(z) (G is transfer closed-valued).

(a)



z∈D G(z)

(d) G is closed-valued.
The authors of [4] noted that (a) ⇐ (b) ⇐ (c) ⇐ (d) and gave some examples of multimaps satisfying (b) but not (c). Therefore, it would be better to deal with condition (b)
instead of (c) in the KKM theory.
Example 2.8. The following maps G are intersectionally closed-valued, but not transfer closed-valued:
(1) G(z) = (0, 1) for every z Î [0, 1] is a constant multimap from D = [0, 1] to E =
[0, 1]; see [4].
(2) G(z) is a convex set in a Euclidean space having a relative interior point in common; see Rockafellar [[7], Theorem 6.5].
(3) For a given subset E of a topological vector space with x* Î E, each G(z), z Î D,
is a nicely star-shaped at x*; see [4].
For a multimap G : D ⊸ E, consider the following related four conditions:
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= E implies z∈D Int G(z) = E .


(b) Int z∈D G(z) = z∈D Int G(z) (G is unionly open-valued [4]).


(c) z∈D G(z) = z∈D Int G(z) (G is transfer open-valued).

(a)

z∈D G(z)

(d) G is open-valued.
Proposition 2.9. [4]The multimap G is intersectionally closed-valued (resp., transfer
closed-valued) if and only if its complement Gc is unionly open-valued (resp., transfer
open-valued).
In view of this proposition, there are proper examples of unionly open-valued maps.

3. A KKM theorem, a fixed point theorem, and maximal element theorems
From the partial KKM principle we have the following KKM-type theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.7, the following hold:
(a) If G is transfer closed-valued, then K ∩



z∈D G(z)



= ∅ .

z∈D G(z)

(b) If G is intersectionally closed-valued, then

= ∅ .

Proof. Since Ḡ is a KKM map with closed values, by Theorem 2.7, we have

K ∩ z∈D G(z) = ∅ .
(a) Since G is transfer closed-valued, we have


G(z) =
G(z) = ∅.
z∈D

z∈D

(b) Since G is intersectionally closed-valued, we have


G(z) =

z∈D



G(z) = ∅.

z∈D

These imply the conclusion. □
From the KKM Theorem 3.1, we have a whole intersection property of the Fan-type
as follows:
Theorem 3.2. Let (E, D; Γ) be an abstract convex space satisfying the partial KKM
principle and G : D ⊸ E, H : E ⊸ E maps satisfying
(2.1) for each x Î E, x Î H(x);
(2.2) for each x Î E, coΓ (D\G-(x)) ⊂ X\H- (x); and
(2.3) there exists a nonempty compact subset K of E such that either

(i) z∈M G(z) ⊂ K for some M Î 〈D〉; or
(ii) for each N Î 〈D〉, there exists a compact Γ-convex subset LN of E relative to
some D’ ⊂ D such that N ⊂ D’ and

LN ∩
G(z) ⊂ K.
z∈D

(a) If G is transfer closed-valued, then K ∩



z∈D G(z)

= ∅ .
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(b) If G is intersectionally closed-valued, then
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z∈D G(z)

= ∅ .

Proof. In view of Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show that (2.1) and (2.2) imply that G is
a KKM map. Suppose that there exists an N Î 〈D〉 such that ΓN ⊄ G(N ); that is, there
exist an x Î ΓN such that x = ∉ G(y) for all y Î N. In other words, N Î 〈D\G- (x)〉. By
(2.2), ΓN ⊂ X\H- (x). Since x Î ΓN, we have x ∉ H- (x) or x ∉ H(x). This contradicts
(2.1). □
From Theorem 3.2, we have the following fixed point theorem:
Theorem 3.3. Let (E, D; Γ) be an abstract convex space satisfying the partial KKM
principle, and S : D ⊸ E, T : E ⊸ E maps. Suppose that
(3.1) for each x Î E, coΓ S- (x) ⊂ T- (x);
(3.2) E = S(D); and
(3.3) there exists a nonempty compact subset K of E such that either

(i) z∈M E\S(z) ⊂ K for some M Î 〈D〉; or
(ii) for each N Î 〈D〉, there exists a compact Γ-convex subset LN of E relative to
some D’ ⊂ D such that N ⊂ D’ and

LN ∩
E\S(z) ⊂ K.
z∈D

(a) If S is transfer open-valued, then there exists an x̄ ∈ K such that x̄ ∈ T(x̄) .
(b) If S is unionly open-valued, then there exists an x̄ ∈ E such that x̄ ∈ T(x̄) .
Proof. Suppose that x ∉ T(x) for all x Î E. Let G(z): = E\S(z) for z Î D and H(x): = E
\T(x) for x Î E. Then all of the requirements of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied.
(a) Therefore, by Theorem 3.2, there exists a y0 ∈ K ∩



z∈D G(z) ;

that is, y0 Î K

such that y0 ∉ S(z) for all z Î D. This contradicts (3.2).
(b) Similar. □
From Theorem 3.3, we have the following maximal element theorem:
Theorem 3.4. Let (E, D; Γ) be an abstract convex space satisfying the partial KKM
principle, and S : E ⊸ D, T : E ⊸ E maps. Suppose that
(4.1) for each x Î E, coΓS(x) ⊂ T (x);
(4.2) for each x Î E, x ∉ T(x); and
(4.3) there exists a nonempty compact subset K of E such that either

(i) z∈M E\s − (z) ⊂ K for some M Î 〈D〉; or
(ii) for each N Î 〈D〉, there exists a compact Γ-convex subset LN of E relative to
some D’ ⊂ D such that N ⊂ D’ and

LN ∩
E\S− (z) ⊂ K.
z∈D
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(a) If S is transfer open-valued, then there exists a maximal element x̄ ∈ K , that is,
S(x̄) = ∅ .
(b) If S is unionly open-valued, then there exists a maximal element x̄ ∈ E , that is,
S(x̄) = ∅ .
Proof. Replace S and T in Theorem 3.3 by S- and T-, respectively. □
From Theorem 3.1, we can deduce another maximal element theorem:
Theorem 3.5. Let (E, D; Γ) be an abstract convex space satisfying the partial KKM
principle, and S : D ⊸ E a map. Suppose that
(5.1) for each A Î 〈D〉 and each y Î ΓA, there exists z Î A such that y ∉ S(z).
(5.2) Suppose that there exists a nonempty compact subset K of E such that either


(i) z∈M E S(z) ⊂ K for some M Î 〈D〉; or
(ii) for each N Î 〈D〉, there exists a compact Γ-convex subset LN of E relative to
some D’ ⊂ D such that N ⊂ D’ and

LN ∩
E\S(z) ⊂ K.
z∈D

(a) If S is transfer open-valued, then S - has a maximal element x̄ ∈ K , that is,
S− (x̄) = ∅ .
(b) If S is unionly open-valued, then S - has a maximal element x̄ ∈ E , that is,
S− (x̄) = ∅ .
Proof. Let G(z): = E\S(z) for each z Î D. For any A Î 〈D〉 and any y Î ΓA, by (5.1),
there exists z Î A such that y ∉ S(z), that is, y Î G(z). Then G : D ⊸ E is a KKM map.
Note that G satisfies all requirements of Theorem 3.1. Hence, there exists x̄ ∈ K for

the case (a) [resp., x̄ ∈ E for (b)] such that x̄ ∈ z∈D G(z) . Hence x̄ ∈ S(z) for all z Î
D. This shows S− (x̄) = ∅ .

□

In Theorems 2.7 and 3.1-3.5, for the Γ-convex subset LN of E, its closure LN can be
replaced by simply LN whenever one of the following holds; see [8].
(1) E is Hausdorff (hence, every compact subset is closed).
(2) K is closed.
(3) LN itself is closed.

4. Particular KKM theorems and applications
There are several hundreds of articles on generalizations of the KKM theorem and
their applications. In a recent study by Park [6], we recalled a number of KKM-type
theorems due to the author in order to give a short history on such theorems with
related studies.
In this section, we introduce some of simple consequences of Theorem 3.1 and only
a few applications (I)-(IV) obtained by other authors. We will omit the proofs.
(I) In 2000, Song [9] deduced the following:
Proposition 4.1. [9]Let E be a topological vector space, X a nonempty convex subset
of E, D a nonempty subset of X, and K a nonempty compact subset of X. Let G : D ⊸ X
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be a multimap such that
(1) for each x Î D and for each nonempty compact subset B of X, the set G(x) ⋂ B
is closed in B;
(2) for each finite subset N of D, co N ⊂ G(N);
(3) for each finite subset N of D, there exists a nonempty compact convex subset LN
of X containing N such that, ∀y Î LN\K, ∃x Î LN ⋂ D with y ∉ G(x).
Then ∃ŷ ∈ K such that ŷ ∈ G(x) ∀x ∈ D .
This is a particular form of [[1], Theorem 3 or 4’]. Note that G(x) can be merely
closed instead of the “compactly” closedness in (1) since the topology of X can be
replaced by its compactly generated extension; see [10].
In our previous study [3], we showed that the partial KKM property implies various
forms of the Fan-type minimax inequality and variational inequalities.
Similarly, Song [9] deduced from Proposition 4.1 a vector and set-valued generalization of the Fan minimax inequality. This is applied to several existence theorems for
generalized vector variational inequalities involving certain set-valued operators. Moreover, he gave a certain relationship between a kind of generalized vector variational
inequality (VVI) and a vector optimization problem.
(II) In 2000, Song [11] obtained the following:
Proposition 4.2. [11]Let X be a nonempty convex subset of a real topological vector
space E, D ⊂ X nonempty, and K ⊂ X nonempty compact. Let G : D ⊸ X be a map
such that
(1) G is transfer compactly closed-valued on D;
(2) for every compact convex subset X 0 of X and for each N Î 〈D ⋂ X 0 〉,

co(N) ⊂ y∈N c1X0 (G(y) ∩ X0 ) ;
(3) for each N Î 〈D〉, there exists a nonempty compact convex subset LN of X containing N such that

c1LN (G(y) ∩ LN ) ⊂ K.
y∈LN ∩D

Then K ∩ (



y∈A G(y))

= ∅ .

This is particular to Theorem 2.7 as we can eliminate “compactly” in (1).
In [11], by applying Proposition 4.2, an existence result for a generalized vector equilibrium problem was obtained. This was used to obtain existence results for vector
equilibrium problems and vector variational inequalities. Its author adopted artificial
and impractical concepts like compactly closed and compact closure, which can be
eliminated by adopting the compactly generated extension of the original topology.
Note that (X, D) in Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 is a convex space in the sense of Park.
(III) A modification of Proposition 4.2 is given in [12] and applied to similar
problems.
(IV) A simple G-convex space version of the Fan KKM lemma or Theorem 2.7 is as
follows:
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Proposition 4.3. Let (X, D; Γ) be a G-convex space and G : D ⊸ X a closed-valued

x∈D G(x) = ∅ .

KKM map. If G(x) is compact for some x Î D, then

There are a large number of applications of the Fan KKM lemma and it is hard to
list all of them. Recently its G-convex space versions like Proposition 4.3 also were
shown to have applications. For example, Mitrović [13,14] published some applications
of Proposition 4.3 to various problems in G-convex spaces as follows.
In 2006 [13], he proved a best approximation theorem and applied it to the existence
of maximal elements and coincidence points.
In 2007 [14], he proved the existence of a solution to the scalar equilibrium problem
and applied it to best approximations and simultaneous approximations.

5. Particular fixed point theorems and applications
In this section, we introduce simple consequences of Theorem 3.3 and their applications (I)-(XIII) obtained by other authors. We will omit the proofs.
Proposition 5.1. Let x be a nonempty convex subset of a topological vector space E,
A, B : X ⊸ X two multimaps, and K a nonempty compact subset of X. Suppose that
(1) for each x Î X, A(x) ⊂ B(x) and B(x) is convex;
(2) for each x Î K, A(x) ≠ ∅;
(3) for each y Î X, A- (y) is open in X;
(4) for each finite subset N of X, there exists a compact convex subset LN of X containing N such that A(x) ⋂ LN ≠ ∅ for all x Î LN\K.
Then B has a fixed point.
This is originally given as a particular form of [[1], Theorem 1] or [[15], Theorem 5].
In order to prove some existence results for noncompact settings, many authors
applied Proposition 5.1 as follows:
(I) In 1998, Lee and Kum [16] applied Proposition 5.1 to obtain two theorems on the
existence of solutions of VVI problems with a noncompact setting in a Hausdorff topological vector space. The results generalize previous studies of Lai and Yao, Yu and
Yao. In addition, the equivalent relation between solutions of generalized Minty vector
variational inequality and generalized vector-minimum points of vector optimization
problems was shown.
(II) In 1998, Park and Kum [17] applied Proposition 5.1 with A = B to a general existence theorem on a generalized variational inequalities and some of its consequences.
(III) In 2000, Lee and Kum [18] applied Proposition 5.1 to several existence theorems
of solutions of implicit vector variational inequalities for multimaps with or without
generalized pseudomonotonicity. These results extend and unify corresponding earlier
studies.
(IV) In 2001, Ansari et al. [19] obtained some existence results for solutions to the
generalized vector equilibrium problem for Cx-pseudomonotone as well as Cx-quasimonotone multimaps by applying Proposition 5.1. They also proved an existence result
without any kind of monotonicity assumption. As special cases, they derived existence
results for solutions to the implicit vector variational inequalities.
(V) In 2002, Kum and Lee [20] applied Proposition 5.1 to some existence of solutions of the implicit vector variational inequality problem (IVVI) for noncompact-
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valued multimaps. This IVVI contains various vector variational-like inequalities and
vector equilibrium problems as particular cases. They gave several existence results of
solutions for IVVI, thus extending similar results from their previous article [18], and
they established such existence results under additional generalized hemicontinuity and
pseudomonotonicity type assumptions. Some other existence results, based on a selection theorem, were also presented.
(VI) In 2002, Lin and Cheng [21] applied Proposition 5.1 to the existence results of
two types of equilibrium problems–the constrained or the competitive Nash type equilibrium problems with multivalued payoff functions. In these two problems, the
authors found a strategy combination such that each player wishes to find a minimal
lose from his multivalued payoff function.
(VII) In 2005, Kum and Kim [22] applied Proposition 5.1 to develop the scheme of
vector variational inequalities with operator solutions due to Domokos and Kolumbán
from the single-valued case into the multi-valued one. They proved the existence of
solutions of such inequalities and generalized quasi-vector variational inequalities with
operator solutions. Some applications to such inequalities in a normed space were also
provided.
(VIII) In 2006, Kum [23] applied the compact case of Proposition 5.1 to further
develop the previous study [22] for a more general pseudomonotone operator.
(IX) In 2008, Kum and Kim [24] applied Proposition 5.1 with A = B to new existence
theorems on generalized operator equilibrium problem and generalized operator quasiequilibrium problem which includes operator equilibrium problems.
(X) In 2009, Hai et al. [25] established sufficient existence conditions for general
quasi-variational inclusion problems, which contain most of variational inclusion problems and quasi-equilibrium problems considered in the literature. The authors made
use of Proposition 5.1 and noted that “it turns out that this theorem is suitable to our
problem setting and helps to get new results or to sharpen some recent existing ones.”
We know that G-convex spaces are typical example of abstract convex spaces. The
following extension of the Fan-Browder fixed point theorem to G-convex spaces is well
known. For instance, it is a particular case of Theorem 3.3 and [[26], Theorem 3].
Proposition 5.2. Let (X, D; Γ) be a compact G-convex space and T : X ⊸ X, S : X ⊸
D be two maps satisfying the following conditions:
(i) for each x Î X, A Î 〈S(x)〉 implies Γ(A) ⊂ T(x);

(ii) X = {Int S− (z)|z ∈ D} .
Then T has a fixed point.
(XI) In 2006, Balaj [27] applied this to obtain two minimax inequalities in G-convex
spaces which extend and improve a large number of generalizations of the Ky Fan
minimax inequality and of the von Neumann-Sion minimax principle.
The following consequence of Theorem 3.3 is known in our G-convex space theory:
Proposition 5.3. Let (X; Γ) be a G-convex space and S, Q : X ⊸ X be two maps satisfying the following conditions:
(i) for each x Î X, M Î 〈S(x)〉 implies Γ(M) ⊂ Q(x);

(ii) X = y∈X Int S− (y) ;
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(iii) there exists a nonempty compact subset K of X such that for each M Î 〈X〉,
there exists a compact G-convex subset LM ⊂ X containing M such that

LM \K ⊂
{Int S− (y)|y ∈ LM }.
Then there exists x0 Î X such that x0 Î Q(x0).
(XII) In 2003, Ding and Park [28] applied this to a class of abstract generalized vector equilibrium problems in G-convex spaces.
(XIII) In 2009, Balaj and Lin [29] claimed that Proposition 5.3 is essentially Theorem
4 of [30] and applied it to obtain a new fixed point theorem for multivalued maps in
G-convex spaces from which they derived several coincidence theorems and existence
theorems for maximal elements. Applications of these results to generalized equilibrium problems and minimax theory were also given.

6. Particular maximal element theorems and applications
In this section, we introduce simple consequences of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5, and their
applications (I)-(VI) due to other authors. We obtain the following from Theorem 3.4:
Proposition 6.1. [31]Let (X ⊃ D; Γ) be an H-space and S : D ⊸ X, T : X ⊸ X multimaps such that
(1) for each z Î D, S(z) ⊂ T(z) and S(z) is compactly open; and
(2) for each y Î X, T-(y) is Γ-convex.
Suppose that there exists a nonempty compact subset K of X such that either
(i) X\K ⊂ S(M) for some M Î 〈D〉, or
(ii) for each N Î 〈D〉, there exists a compact Γ-convex subset LN of X containing N
such that
LN \K ⊂ S(LN ∩ D).

Then either there exists y0 Î K such that S- (y0) = ∅ or there exists x0 Î X such that
x0 Î T (x0).
We indicate some applications of Proposition 6.1 as follows:
(I) The following in 2003 simply follows from Proposition 6.1:
Proposition 6.2. [32]Let X be a nonempty convex subset of a t.v.s. E. Let S : X ⊸ X be
a set-valued mapping satisfying the following conditions:
(i) x ∉ co S(x) and S- is open-valued;
(ii) there exist a nonempty compact subset A of X and a nonempty compact convex
subset B of X such that for all x Î X\A, there exists z Î B such that x Î Int S- (z).
Then there exists x Î X such that S(x) = ∅.
(II) In 2004, Guo [33] applied Proposition 6.2 to prove existence theorems of solutions of the complementarity problems for multivalued monotone operator in Banach
spaces.
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(III) In 2005, Peng and Yang [34] applied Proposition 6.1 to a new existence result
for a multivalued complementarity problem due to Guo [33], which is a correction of
a previous result in [33].
The following is a simple consequence of Theorem 3.5:
Proposition 6.3. [35]Let (X ⊃ D; Γ) be an H-space and S : D ⊸ X, T : X ⊸ X multimaps such that
(1) for each z Î D, S(z) ⊂ T(z) and S(z) is compactly open; and
(2) for each A Î 〈D〉 and for each y Î ΓA, there exists z Î A such that y ∉ T (z).
Suppose that there exists a nonempty compact subset K of X such that either
(i) X\K ⊂ S(M) for some M Î 〈D〉, or
(ii) for each N Î 〈D〉, there exists a compact Γ-convex subspace LN of X containing
N such that
LN \K ⊂ S(LN ∩ D).

Then either there exists y0 Î K such that S- (y0) = ∅.
(IV) In 2007, from a KKM-type theorem in [31], Guo and Cho [35] deduced a maximal element theorem as above and applied it to the Browder-Hartmann-Stampacchia
variational inequalities and the complementarity problem in Banach spaces and locally
convex topological vector spaces, respectively.
(V) In 2010, Xiang et al. [36] studied a class of generalized nonlinear vector variational-like inequality problems, which includes generalized nonlinear VVI problems,
generalized VVI problems, generalized vector variational-like inequality problems, and
so on. Applying Proposition 6.3, they proved the existence of its solutions in the setting of locally convex t.v.s.
(VI) In 2010, particular forms of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 for a compact Γ-convex subspace X were applied to minimax theorems by Yang et al. [37]. In this article, they
introduced the concepts of C-quasi-concave maps and properly C-quasi-concave maps
in abstract convex spaces in the sense of Park, where C is a pointed closed convex
cone with nonempty interior. By using the Fan-Browder-type fixed point theorem and
the maximal element theorem due to Park, they established some minimax theorems
for vector-valued mappings in abstract convex spaces. They also give some examples
to illustrate their results.

7. Comments on some related results
In this section, we are concerned with some other applications of related fixed point
theorems other than the preceding basic theorems of the KKM theory.
(I) In 1994, Kum [38] applied the 1992 fixed point theorem for acyclic maps [[1],
Theorem 7] to a generalized quasi-variational inequality problem. In a noncompact
setting, he presented some general acyclic-valued versions of several known results due
to Kim, Shih, and Tan. For further developments, see [39].
(II) In 1996, Lee et al. [40] also applied the 1992 theorem to a vector version of the
main result of [36], which is an existence theorem for the vector quasi-variational
inequality for multimaps with vector values.
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(III) In 1998, Lin and Park [41] studied some equilibrium problems, quasi-equilibrium problems, and generalized quasi-equilibrium theorems in G-convex spaces. They
are based on a selection theorem, a Fan-Browder fixed point theorem (particular to
Theorem 3.3), and a KKM-type theorem (particular to Theorem 2.7) on G-convex
spaces. Therefore, some results in [41] can be extended to abstract convex spaces satisfying the partial KKM principle.
(IV) In 2002, Kim et al. [42] applied a fixed point theorem on compact Browder
maps due to Ben-El-Mechaiekh (see [43]) to an existence result for a VVI involving
vector maximal points. Moreover, four kinds of VVIs are shown to be equivalent in
the sense that their solution sets are same.
(V) In 2009 [39], we reviewed applications of our fixed point theorems on compact
compositions of acyclic maps. Our applications are mainly on acyclic polyhedra, locally
convex topological vector spaces, admissible (in the sense of Klee) convex sets, and
almost convex or Klee approximable sets in topological vector spaces. Those applications are concerned with general equilibrium problems like as (collective) fixed point
theorems, the von Neumann-type intersection theorems, the von Neumann-type minimax theorems, the Nash-type equilibrium theorems, cyclic coincidence theorems, best
approximation theorems, (quasi-)variational inequalities, and the Gale-Nikaido-Debreu
theorem. Finally, we briefly introduced some related results mainly appeared in other
author’s studies.
(VI) In [44], let I be a finite or infinite index set, let X be a topological space, and let
(Yi , φNi )i∈I be a family of FC-spaces. For each i Î I, let Ai : X ⊸ Yi be a set-valued
mapping. Some existence theorems of maximal elements for a multimap and a family
of multimaps involving a better admissible multimap in the sense of Park are established under noncompact setting of FC-spaces. He and Zhang [44] claimed that their
results improve and generalize some recent results.
However, the authors adopted artificial and useless concepts on the so-called FCspaces.
(VII) In 2010, Chen and Zhang [45] proved a Fan-Browder-type fixed point theorem
under noncompact setting of general topological spaces. By applying the fixed point
theorem, several existence theorems of solutions for equilibrium problems are proved
under noncompact setting of topological spaces. The authors claimed that these theorems improve and generalize the corresponding results in related literature.
However, the authors of [45] adopted artificial and useless concepts like compact
closure, compact interior, transfer compactly open, compactly local intersection property, generalized R-KKM map, etc. due to Ding. Moreover, they claimed that they are
concerned with general topological spaces, but their LN is a so-called FC-space or,
more generally, a G-convex space.
(VIII) Finally, there have appeared a number of fixed point theorems for the multimap classes B or RC on abstract convex spaces; for example, see Park [46] and the
references therein. Moreover, refined versions of the basic theorems in the KKM theory for abstract convex spaces are given in a recent study of Park [47].
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